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Hi. We're Asia Ability
The page you are looking for could not be found. 
Please try one of the links below or,
Get in Touch
FREE consultation and concept development.
Let's chat about your requirements & desired outcomes.
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Beat the Box

            
            Solve problems, crack codes and unravel mysteries to beat the clock.
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BeatsWork

            
            Transform your team into a percussion band with the infectious rhythms of samba.
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Body Rap

            
            Energise and invigorate your conference with a funky gloved group rhythm.
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Break Out Bingo

            
            Break Out Bingo is a fast-paced networking energizer, where individuals ‘speed date’ to complete a virtual Bingo Card.
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Bridging The Divide

            
            Construct a bridge with limited resources, strict timelines & communication barriers.
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Chain Reaction TableTop

            
            Collaborate to design and build a cascading series of devices.  
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Crescendo

            
            Play together as a string orchestra In less than one hour!
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Drone Control

            
            Teams fly a drone through a slalom of man-made obstacles perfecting their choreographed moves together to become the winning team!
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Essence of Excellence

            
            Blend a fragrance & design a campaign that captures the essence of a target market.
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Flat Out Pyramid Puzzle

            
            Collaborate to construct puzzle sections that join to form a giant pyramid.
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Global Innovation Game - Digital

            
            Remote teams generate brilliant new ideas and pitch them in this fun, team development activity 
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Go Engage

            
            Gamify your meeting - Share content, gather information and stimulate creative thinking 
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Go Give

            
            Race around completing fun challenges with your time gaining impacts for charity.
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Go Team 

            
            Tablet based treasure  hunt with GPS triggered challenges, photo and video challenges.
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Harmonica Harmony

            
            Be energised as you learn to play the harmonica and jam together 
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Human Bingo

            
            A fast-paced networking activity where participants race to complete a series of fun questions.
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In the Picture

            
            Dress up and literally become a surprise part of your company logo 
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In the Picture - Remote

            
            Selfies converge into a powerful video pictorial in this fun exploration of individual uniqueness and shared identity 
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            3 Apr 2024
                            |
                Impact  Online
                    


        The Sustainable Development Goals


        
            Playing our part for the greater good.

        

        Read more  
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                        26 Feb 2024
                                                    |
                            Boom Time
                                            


                    
                        
The Uniting Force of Liberty General Insurance's Spectacular Journey!

                    
                    Imagine a scene bursting with energy, pulsating with rhythm, and alive with the shared spirit of 2000 insurance agents coming together for a single, electrifying purpose: unity!
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                                                    |
                            The Infinite Loop
                                            


                    
                        
PHYSICALLY DISTANCED TEAM BULDING UP IN BERJAYA HILLS

                    
                    An immersive full-day session for 130 Delegates
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                            Go Team 
                                            


                    
                        
Exploring Sentosa In The New Norm

                    
                    Engaging | Physical Distanced | Covid-19 S.O.P Compliant
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Asia Ability Offices

Asia Ability Sdn Bhd   Co. No 199601020996 (393348-A)-A

Kota Kinabalu


B1315, Level 13, Wisma Merdeka Phase 2, 88000 Kota Kinabalu, Sabah, Malaysia.


Kuala Lumpur


52, Jalan 21/18, Seksyen 21, 46300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia


Singapore


One Raffles Place Tower 2, Level 20, Singapore 048616


Thailand Office


16A, Sathorn Thani 1, Building Sathorn Road, Silom Bangkok, 10500, Thailand


Vietnam


Level 16, Gemadept Tower, 6 Le Thanh Toh Street, Ben Nghe Ward, District 1 Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam


LET'S PLAY
                

            

                        
                
                    
                    Get in Touch

                                            	
                                        
                                                                                    ask@asiaability.com
                                                                            
	
                                        
                                                                                    +60 88 25 5289 (Kota Kinabalu)
                                                                            
	
                                        
                                                                                    T: +60 3 7865 7506 (Kuala Lumpur)

T: +65 6808 5819 (Singapore)

T: +66 2696 9637 (Thailand)

T: +84 8 6255 6796(Vietnam)

F: +60 88 25 8289
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